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Abstract--Th~ paper presents an efficient ,.ectorized algorithm fc, r the tndiagonahzation f a band 
s~mmemc mamx Numerical results presented sho~ the performance of the algorithm as compared ~ith 
standard tridiagonahzatlon sol~ers 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of applying parallelism in numerical analysis, in contrast o other application areas, is to 
develop new algorithms or improve existing ones, in order to gain in computational time. This is 
achieved on two levels. At a low level of parallelism vectorization is used: b~ expressing algorithms 
in vector or matrix operations, maximizing in this way the throughput on a pipeline type archi- 
tecture. At a higher level, parallelism lies on the concurrent execution of independent modules of 
the same program on a multiprocessor system. Both levels are architecturally dependent and, in 
order to ~rite an efficient code, require a deep know, ledge of the machine architecture by the 
application programmer. Thus it is necessary that the design of new parallel algorithms hould be 
able to exploit the parallelism of a machine as much as possible. For this reason the selection of a 
programming language with the semantic and syntactic onstructs to express the parallelism of the 
algorithm is very important. As far as the design of the parallel algorithms is concerned, a major 
difficulty is the partitioning of the problem into independent modules that could run concurrently. 
Applying the concept of"di~ide and conquer" is not alw'a.~ s the best solution since it is becoming 
increasingl~ apparent hat communication complexity is the key limiting factor [1] in parallel 
computations. Furthermore, concurrent machines available presently possess a notable varlet,, of 
architectures. That requires a strong matching of the algorithms to their structures, in order to 
exploit their pox~er. This is the major problem for writing portable programs to perform equall.~ 
well on all these machines. 
On the other hand vectorization has been used with success for 3ears due to the similarities 
it possesses ~ith traditional serial programming. In addition to this the existence of a s2,stem 
call routines for vector operations like those in BLAS and the avai[abilit,, of very powerful 
xector computers as tools in engineering design (CRAY X-MP, IBM 3090 etc.I contributed to the 
success of ~ectorized algorithms. Although there are at present advanced vectorizing compilers 
there are barriers ~hich cannot be overcome. It is thus necessary for the application programmer 
to ~rite his own ~ectorized software. This process also requires the knowledge of the archi- 
tectural features of the computer such as the availabilit3 of cache memory, the existence of vector 
registers etc, 
In what follows we shall present a ne~ vectorized algorithm for the tridiagonalization f a band 
symmetric matrix. The algorithm is a vectorized counterpart of the EISPACK routine, BANDR, 
which was first written in ALGOL by Schwartz [2]. In the proposed algorithm all conditional loops 
contained in the original algorithm have been remoxed, The only loops left are the "'do loops" 
which are easil2, vectorized by a sophisticated vectorizing compiler. This algorithm also competes 
~ith that proposed Kaufman [3], in that all the rotation angles used in a single sweep are calculated 
separately with a first order recurrence relation. The calculation of the rotations in advance makes 
possible the exploitation of parallelism ~hen applying the algorithm to a matrix. The method is 
intended to be used in conjunction with a parallel version of the QR-algorithm [~6], in order to 
compute the complete igensystem of the original matrix. 
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2. POSIT ION OF THE SEQUENTIAL  ALGORITHM 
We consider the eigenvalue problem Ax = ),x where the matrix A of order n is a band symmetric 
matrix ~.ith bandwidth m > I, i.e. a , ;=0 for l i-J l >m.  
The algorithm is based on a idea of Rutishauser. It reduces a symmetric band matrix to 
tr idiagonal form b.~ applying a sequence of Jacobi rotations in a way that preserves the band 
structure of the matrix. 
A single step of the algorithm consists on the el imination of  an element starting from the 
outermost diagonal.  This is achieved applying the similarity transformation: 
A,.~. i = t.", A~ t. '~, A , ,  = a ,  ( I )  
where the orthogonal  matrix L'~ = L ~, li. i + I. ~ol is given b3: 
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where ~p denotes the rotation angle in the (i, i + I) plane. The transformation {I) effects only the 
ith and (i + I)th rows and columns of the matrix .4. 
Thus to eliminate the element a . . . . . .  we appl.,, a transformation that U{i  + m - I , i  + m, (ph  
where the angle ~p is chosen in such a wa~ that: 
a ...... cos~0 +a . . . . . .  , sin ~o =0.  [2~ 
Hox~exer, this transformation has the effect of introducing a new element, denoted by " '+ "', in 
the posit ion [i +m-  I. i + 2m) of the matrix. The new element is subsequently el iminated to 
introduce another element further down the matrix, until the el imination of an element does not 
introduce a new element. This process is called a single sweep and it is shown in Fig. I. 
Thus a single sweep eliminates basically one element, performing [ (n -  m - i ) 'm]  addit ional  
plane rotations, where for each el imination it holds that 
g cos ~0 + a. +~,,_, ,+,,. + ,,,,_, sin ~o = 0, ~3) 
for k = I. 2 . . . . .  [n - i - j  m] + I. The square brackets denote the integer part of  a number. 
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Concluding the sequential algorithm is stated as follows: 
for d in reverse 2 . .  m loop 
for k in 1 . .n -m loop 
i.-= k; j ,=k+d;  
while j <=n loop 
eliminate (a,j); 
if i= 1 then i,=i +d-  1 else i :=i÷d;  
end if; 
j := i+d+l ;  
end loop; 
end loop; 
end loop; 
3. VECTORIAL ALGORITHM 
Let us consider a 9 x 9 matrix x~lth bandwidth t~o as sho~n in Fig. 2. In order to eliminate 
the element a,3 a whole sequence of new elements are introduced b~ the algorithm. The elements 
enclosed in circles have to be eliminated in a single sweep. This is done serially inside the procedure 
"'eliminate" of the sequential algorithm. 
Since the matrix is square only the upper diagonal elements ha~e been considered. A rotation 
transformation is denoted b3 R( i )  and the elements affected by the Rs are enclosed inside boxes. 
In the follo~ing ~e adopt a tx~o-dimensional representation for the matrix elernents. Thus the 
rotation angle in R( I ) i s  gixen b}: 
ql = -a , . _  al3,  s, = I \ I + q, ,  c ,=s ,q  i. 1'4) 
Before calculating the rotation angle for R(2) we need to calculate the new elements a_~a nd a_~ 
which result from R(I). These elements are given b3" 
~12,:=CIL/24 --61a~ 4 and a_,::= - s ,a~.  (5) 
From equations (51 we obtain that: 
(6) 
Continuing in the same way we obtain a first order recurrence relation for the calculation of the 
rotation angles for all R( i ) .  Thus in order to eliminate the element a,u .... , the q, are calculated 
from: 
q,=~,q ,  L"~fl, with qL = --a,~,,, a,~ .... L," for i -'~--, . . . .  t. (7) 
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where 
alt, .  + rz - l i ra - I./~ + ~t I ;m+l ;  
alt.  +l .  Iml.  l. +it  I~m+21 
/~l £1=(+qt  I lm.~ +H lu, t  + I~ 
(~tl4 + ld  - I ;m ~ +; ,  - I Jm+ 2; 
and t is the number of plane rotations given by t = tin -k  -ml  m]-F I. B) defining in advance 
these rotations it is possible to exploit parallelism when applying them to the matrix. 
The elements in the intersection of  consecutive boxes-tasks are affected by both rotations R( i )  
and Rl i  + I) for i = I . . . . .  t - I. These elements as well as the remaining in each box-task can 
be calculated separateb,  and concurrent b if possible. 
4. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE .ALGORITHM 
The matrix .4 is stored in a n x (m + I) array by diagonals. That is, the first column of  the array 
contains the main diagonal of  .4, the second column of the array the next diagonal of  .4 padded 
ssith a zero at the bottom etc. In order to vectorize some of the loops with strong dependences 
we have used four auxil iary vectors of size n 2 each. The subroutine "'eliminate" for the vectorized 
algorithm is stated as follow, s: 
I. Calculate the rotation angles s, and c, for a single sweep to el iminate the element 
a,~.~ + .,,. x~ here: 
~,=1 x I+q,  c.=s,q,. 
where q, are calculated from condition 17) ~ith modified subscripts for the new 
representation of the matrix .4. that is: 
and 
q.  = ( a ,a  . . . .  , I +, + I, q ,  I 
q ]  = - - [ l=k  m; a l~.nr  + I~, for i==2 . . . . .  t. 
If for some i, a,, .. . . . . . . .  ~, = 0. then a single sweep terminates. 
2. Calculate the elements in the intersection part or each task. Each task is shm~ n 
b.~ a box in Fig. 2. 
for i=1 to t -1  do 
w. = s.a,,.,m_l r..~, + c, ack .,m rm; 
U.= c ,a tk . ,mm. l=;  
a , .  +.r._, = * 1, = (S , /S ,  . 1 )a,~ . . . . .  1,; 
end  for ;  
for i :=1  to  t -1  do 
a~k +,m m* l~ = S,+1 W, + C,+1 U.; 
i:3qk + ,m rn, = C , .  1 W, -- S= + 1 U~; 
end for; 
3. Calculate the middle elements in each task (left corner). 
for i==1 to t do 
w,=s,(s,(a,,.,m_, , -a , , . .m 1 , ) -2c ,  a,k.,m-1 2,); 
for i,=1 to t do 
a(k+,m-1  1 ,=aLk÷,m 1 l~- -W. ;  
ark +,m 11 = a lk* ,m lp + W, ;  
ack+.m-1 2, = (c./s.)w,-a~,.,m_l 2~; 
end for; 
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4. Calculate the remaining elements in each task. 
fo r j . .=2 to m-1  do 
for i:=1 to t -1  do 
V, = a lk  +~m ~ I 1.11; 
Y,= a,k.,~-~ j*l~; 
U' = atk '=m I I ) ;  
W= --'= a lk . ,m i1 ; 
end for_i; 
for I=1 to t -1  do 
a,k +~m_ 11.11 =c,y , -  s,w.; 
a,k+~mi) =c,w.+s.Y,;  
end for_l: 
for I=1 to t -1  do 
alk  *Ira-1 i*11 = SlU= + CtV,; 
aqk +pr.- i  I~ = C.U, + S V.; 
end for_l; 
end for_j; 
Finally the elements in the last rotation t are calculated. 
5. NUMERICAL  RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The algorithm has been tested on the CRAY XMP 48 using only one CPU. for matrices 
of  different bandwidths. For comparison we have used the routine BANDR from EISPACK 
[5]. The CPU times in seconds as well as the speedup obtained S, =( t  .... , t ........ ) are listed in 
Table I 
m n BANDR VectorBANDR S, 
3 If)0 fJ 027 0 016 I 69 
200 0 114 0 05q I 93 
500 0 "rt'p. (~ ~49 2 02 
Table I. 
Ih0 0 038 0 028 
20() I).14q 0 10l 
5r~0 0 q55 "~ 56" 
I O0 0 044 0 04h 
21)1) I) 1"7 I ~6 
50) I 126 0 750 
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I 
4~ 
When the original matrix has bandwidth m our algorithm requires m x n vector operations on 
~,ectors of  size t 2 ~ n.2m in average. Thus the larger the ratio n 2m the better the speed up 
obtained due to vectorization. It is apparent from the numerical results that the new algorithm is 
efficient when the number of necessary rotations for a single sweep is large enough, i.e. ~hen the 
entr~ to be eliminated is close to the main diagonal and high in the matrix. 
In the algorithm proposed all conditional statements have been removed and the loops ha~e been 
increased in length from m in BANDR to t. Furthermore, all these loops have been marked as 
vector loops b~ the compiler. 
The performance of the algorithm could be further increased if ~e consider program 
optimization techniques or use system CAL routines [6], Increase of the speedup is not ho~- 
ever expected to increase as n increases and this is due to indirect indexing used in the arra,, 
operations. 
Finally it is pointed out that the new algorithm could turn out to be very efficient on a 
multiprocessor system with shared memor3. As it can be seen from the implementation, all steps. 
except step I. are totally independent and can thus be executed in parallel. 
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